Home Start School

August 29th-September 2nd
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Monday 8/29/2022 Lessons
Weekly Concepts Overview:
Letter: Bb
Concepts of Print: Letters, Words, and Sentences
Writing: Continue Being an Illustrator and Adding Details
Math: Numbers of the day 4-5, Intro to Subitizing
Phonics:
Introduce the letter Bb. Bb says /b/.
Practice “sky writing” the letter Bb. Make sure you are using the proper
letter formation.
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2. Ask, “Can you think of a word that starts with Bb?” Write down on paper/in blue
ELA journal as many words as you and your child can think of in a circle map like
shown.

bear
ball
bee

Bb

butterfly

broom

Concepts of Print:
Today we will begin explaining the difference between a letter, word, and
sentence.
1. On some paper, write the sentence, “I can see the big dog.”
2. Explain that words are made up of letters. They are separated by spaces.
Count how many words are written (6). How many letters (16)?
3. Explain how a sentence is many words put together to form a complete idea.
Sentences begin with a capital letter and end with punctuation. How many
sentences did we write? One!
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Writing: Today you are going to model a story. Say “I want to make sure my
story is a story that I would want to share with someone.” We will focus on
quality work.
1. On your own paper, begin to draw a story while your child watches. Talk
out loud what you are thinking. Maybe your story is about going on a walk?
You would begin drawing and say, “I remember going on a walk with you! I
will draw the sidewalk. I will draw the trees. I think it was sunny out. I will
draw the sun.”
2. After you are done, encourage your child to try. They can copy your story
or think of a new one. Make sure to encourage anything they put on paper!

ELA: Intro to Science!
1. Begin by asking, “What do you think a scientist is?” Listen while your
child responds.
2. Read the book, “What is a Scientist?”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lYPQAyfRDNk&ab_channel=Heideh
Farahmand
3. Ask if their thoughts on scientists have change. What are they still hoping
to learn about scientists? We will learn more this week.
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Math:
Number of the day: 4
1. Introduce the number 4 by watching the Sesame Street video at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Aypxlfjv34
2. Ask: “What is the number of the day!?” Four! Ask your child to clap 4
times. Stomp 4 times. Sky write 4 multiple times.
3. Make a circle map in your red spiral showing all the ways to show the
number 4 like you did before. Make sure to show the number in written
form, on a five frame, dice, in tally marks, in picture form, and on a number
line.
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Tuesday 08/30/2022 Lessons
Phonics- Letter: Bb
1. Review the letter Bb by revisiting your circle map from yesterday.
2. Watch the letter Bb video here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f1bcER1Zzak
Have your child sky write along with the video.
3. Throughout the day, try to find other words that start with Bb and add to
the circle map.
Concepts of Print:
1. In the blue ELA spiral, write the sentence, “I have a cat.” Ask how
many words you wrote. How many letters? How many sentences?
Remind them that sentences start with a capital letter and ends with
punctuation.
2. Read the sentence to your child while pointing at the words you say.
Have your child find and circle the sight word “a.” Do they see the
letter Tt at the end of cat?
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Writing:
Today we are going to talk about feeling frustrated. Explain that writing and
drawing is hard! Even when we get frustrated, we need to keep on trying!
1. Read the book Ish or watch it here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DffTqF9t4Hk&ab_channel=TriciaFuglesta
d
2. After reading, tell your child that they can draw anything “ishly.” Our
pictures may not be perfect, but that is ok!
3. Allow time for independent drawing.
ELA:
Continue Science:
1. Introduce the words observe and predict. When we observe something,
we are watching it. When we predict, we are using the information we
have to guess what will happen.
2. Watch the Brainpop Jr video “Making Predictions” here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q2840Zr96Gk&ab_channel=Heather
Luster
3. After the video, ask your child what it means to make a prediction.
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Math:
Number of the day: 5
1. Introduce the number 5 by watching the Sesame Street video at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q7Ghyg8ZOyM
2. Ask: “What is the number of the day!?” Five! Ask your child to clap 5
times. Stomp 5 times. Sky write 5 multiple times.
3. Make a circle map in your red spiral showing all the ways to show the
number 5 like you did before. Make sure to show the number in written
form, on a five frame *Take notice how it is all filled up now*, dice, in tally
marks (cross it like this
), in picture form, and on a number line.
4. Begin to practice counting 1-5. Practice counting backwards as well.
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Wednesday 08/31/2022 Lessons
Phonics: Letter Bb
1. Practice writing the letter Bb using the attached worksheet (attached
to the post). Focus on proper letter formation. While they form the
letter, have them say the sound that Bb makes.
Concepts of Print:
1. In your blue ELA spiral, write the sentence “I can see the park.” Count
how many letters, words, and sentences.
2. Point out the period at the end. Explain that a period is a type of
punctuation to end a sentence. You use a period when you are making a
statement.
Writing: Adding Details!
1. Explain that it’s important that we add a lot of detail to our stories.
This helps draw in the reader and helps us to retell our story. The more
time we take on our story, the more we’re connected to it. We can add
details by looking at our work and seeing what we can add to it.
2. Allow for independent drawing.
3. After they are done, encourage them to see what else they can add to
their story.
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ELA:
We will do a science experiment today!
Gather your supplies: A large bowl or container, a few items around your
house (some should sink, and some should float).
1. Explain that we will put our observation and prediction skills to the test!
2. Give you child the ”Sink or Float” paper that is attached to this post. They
will look at the objects and predict which ones will sink and which will float.
They will draw the object on the “prediction” bowl, either floating or
sinking.
3. Drop the items in the bowl one at a time and observe.
4. Have your child record what happened on the “observation” bowl.
Math: We will begin working within the numbers 0-5.
1. Introduce subitizing (the ability to instantly recognize an amount without
having to count) by watching this video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ib5Gf3GIzAg&ab_channel=JackHart
mannKidsMusicChannel
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Thursday 09/01/2022 Lessons
Phonics: Letter Bb
1. Complete the Letter Bb Sort paper attached to this post by finding
the objects that start with Bb and then cut and glue them in the
space.
Concepts of Print:
1. Play a game where if you say a letter, your child jumps. If you say a
word, your child dances. If you say a sentence, you child spins
around. Have fun with it!
Writing: Continue to add details.
1. Remind your child that they need to add details to their stories so the
reader can better understand what they are saying. Remember, right
now their picture IS their story.
2. Allow for independent drawing time. Once done, discuss what other
details they can add.
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ELA: Science Tools
1. We will take a look at the tools scientists use.
2. Watch the Book “Science Tools” here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sksuMG677zw&ab_channel=Danielle
Jensen
3. After watching, discuss which tools they liked the best. On paper, have
your child draw a picture of themselves using a science tool.
Math:
1. Watch a song about subitizing here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PSlA-u_ABmU
2. Complete the Count and Write paper attached to this post.
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Friday 09/02/2022 Lessons
Phonics:
Play a game where you say a list of words and if they have the /b/ sound in
them, have your child jump in the air. Bat, bar, late, pit, bacon, dog, bite, cab
Concepts of Print:
1. Review what we have learned this week by watching the video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qh7hCqyfaPs
2. Write the sentence, “Can you see the cat?” on paper. Ask how many
words, how many letters, how many sentences. Read the sentence together
and look for sight words.
3. Draw attention to the ending punctuation. Explain that this is called a
question mark. We use a question mark at the end of the sentence if we are
asking a question. A question is something you want to know the answer to.
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Writing:
1. Explain that today we are going to visualize our story before we put it
on paper. When we visualize our story, we are able to see it in our minds
as if our story was a movie. Let’s close our eyes and visualize something
we know a lot about- the playground!
2. Continue with, “Okay, we are at the playground. What do you see?
What does it look like? How tall is it? What is next to it? Today we are
going to illustrate the story we just visualized together.
3. Provide time for drawing. Prompt to add details as needed.

ELA:
1. Watch the Brainpop Jr. video about science tools here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GKH996pux3k&ab_channel=Jean
theVictorXXVIII
3. On paper, write: If I am am scientist, I can use a ________________.
Discuss different tools a scientist can use and fill in the tool you decide.
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Math:
1. Review the numbers 0-5 with this video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qQJdAvvCCE0&ab_channel=GetT
heScoopLearning
2. On a piece of paper, write a number 0-5 and see if you child can
draw the corresponding number of circles. So, if you write 2, your
child should draw 2 circles.
3. Go on a number hunt around your house or on your street. Walk
around and find any numbers 0-5. Your child can jump that many
times when they find a number. Found a 5? Jump five times!
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Observation
What happened?

Prediction

What do you think will happen?

Sink or Float Experiment

Bb
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Bb is for
© 2017 Two Teachers and a Laminator. All rights reserved.

Name: _________________________

Count and Write the Number
Count the pictures, then write how many.
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